Digital Juice
Produce more impactful videos with ROYALTY-FREE production tools from Digital Juice, which are
compatible with most video editing systems. With price reduction up to 60% effective from 2005, you
will save more time and money with the following very affordable tools:

Digital Juice Jump Backs
25 different volumes with 40
seamless & professionally designed
animated backgrounds on each
volume. 15 – 30 seconds average per
animation & all are 100% lossless
quality; 1:1 compression!

RM460
per volume
(only RM11.50 per
animated background)

Digital Juice VideoTraxx
3 different volumes with over 3000
high quality video clips on each
volume. All in high quality D1 (720 x
486) footage, compatible with PAL
and NTSC & it is completely indexed
and searchable.

RM2,400
per volume
(only 80 sen per
video clip)

Digital Juice BackTraxx
2 different volumes with over 1,000
royalty-free music scores per volume
to enhance every video production. It
comes in full-length tracks, 60-, 30-,
and 15-second versions. Also
includes an easy to use audio index.

RM1,250
per volume
(only RM1.25 per
music score)

Compilations for Audio Editors
Digital Juice StackTraxx
7 different volumes with 200 high
quality layered audio tracks (40
Original full-length songs, each with 4
broadcast cuts) in each volume. Each
song has 4 – 7 multi-track layers.

RM460
per collection
(only

RM2.30 per
music score)

Compilations for Video Editors
Editor’s Toolkits 1 & 2
The ultimate set of tools for video
editing: Animated backgrounds, lower
thirds, overlay & transitions with alpha
channel, photos, graphics & objects.

Wedding Editor’s Toolkit
Developed for wedding video editors

RM1,630
per volume
(more than 55 GBytes
of contents)

Compilations for Print Designers
Digital Juice Juice Drops
3 different collections with 800 high
quality Photoshop layered designs in
each collection. All images are 17.25”
x 11.25” at 300dpi resolution. Prefect
for any design project.

RM1,630
per collection

RM2.00

(only
per
layered design)
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